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Abstract

The response to Covid-19 has been overwhelmingly to lockdown much the world’s economies in order to minimize death rates as well as the immediate negative effects of Covid-19. I argue that such policy is too often de-contextualized as it ignores policy externalities, assumes death rate calculations are appropriately accurate and, as well, assumes focusing on direct Covid-19 effects to maximize human welfare is appropriate. As a result of this approach, current policy can be misdirected, with highly negative effects on human welfare. Moreover, such policies can inadvertently result in not minimizing death rates (incorporating externalities) at all, especially in the long run. Such misdirected and sub-optimal policy is a product of policy makers using inappropriate mental models which are lacking in a number of key areas: the failure to take a more comprehensive macro perspective to address the virus; using bad heuristics or decision-making tools; relatedly not recognizing the differential effects of the virus; and adopting herding strategy (follow-the-leader) when developing policy. Improving the decision-making environment, inclusive of providing more comprehensive governance and improving mental models, could have lockdowns throughout the world thus yielding much higher levels of human welfare.
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Introduction

This paper challenges the extreme nudging (Thaler & Sunstein, 2009) perspective that has dominated most national responses to the Covid-19 pandemic. It also challenges the acceptance of simple binary policy options that appear to have been proffered to the public in dealing with the Covid-19 virus: either lockdown the entire economy and more people live, or, effectively maintain the status quo and more people die. The latter ignores both the short- and long-term consequences and opportunity costs of shutting down the economy which will also sadly cost lives while destroying livelihoods and negatively impacting levels of socio-economic wellbeing. This type of extreme nudging, best captured by the lockdown strategy, implemented in the world’s largest economies, ignores the possibility that a much less extreme response to mitigating the effects of the virus was and is possible. These would have lessened the overall long-term impact of Covid-19 on deaths and wellbeing.

Policy makers needed to adopt more holistic, nuanced, and methodologically pluralistic approaches to Covid-19 so as to effectively minimize the overall short- and long-term negative effects of the virus. Such policy approaches are articulated in this paper and represent one of its unique contributions. I further argue that more holistic and pluralistic approaches suggest that extreme measures should not have been taken or, at least, not continued as long as they were, in most cases. I also argue that amongst the reasons these extreme measures reigned supreme is the incompleteness of scientific information and/or the inadequate understandings of the limits of the scientific information made available to policy makers and leaders. These inadequacies resulted in decision-making herding (follow the leader) (Altman, 2012; Baddeley, 2013, 2018; Keynes, 1936). The herding effect was then reinforced by public shaming of those who deviated from the norm. Leaders ended up maintaining the status quo in order to preserve their personal credibility and status as decision-makers, at least in the short run.

The response to Covid-19, world-wide, has been to lockdown or shut down as much of the world’s economies as possible in order to minimize death rates. These rates are calculated using the number of deaths divided by the number of those counted as having the virus. Counting who has the virus varies greatly across space and time (related to the number of people being tested) and is thus, more often than not, seriously flawed. Nevertheless, policy makers and many of their advisors are steadfastly focused on minimizing death rates and the immediate negative effects of Covid-19. It follows, therefore, that they implement policies so as to minimize measured deaths believed to be a direct or immediate result of Covid-19. I argue that such policy is de-contextualized, ignores policy
Simplistic approach to policy determination

The easiest and least costly policy in terms of psychological and economic costs in response to the Covid-19 challenge is to shut down the economy. This is a binary black or white approach to policy and is relatively simple to implement and articulate. This approach does not require much sophisticated socio-economic analysis to contextualize policies designed with the hope of minimizing death rates and determining other ways of minimizing the number of new Covid-19 cases. It also deflects from efforts to invest in the health sector infrastructure required to combat Covid-19, for example. This particular approach tends to focus on the short run: what is the impact of a policy within the next few weeks or months?

Implicitly assumed here is that the focus on the immediate direct effects of the virus has less negative downstream consequences or externalities than not locking down the economy, which it is argued would result in a net increase in death rates. Moreover, this approach pays little or no attention to the greatly non-death consequences of the more extreme lockdown approach. This involves the impact of government-created depression on the socio-economic wellbeing of society at large, such as bankruptcies, unemployment, poverty, generational poverty, loss of human capital, suicide, spousal and child abuse. It also involves the longer-term consequences of disrupted supply chains on socio-economic wellbeing. Finally, the extreme lockdown approach implicitly assumes that there can’t be a more intermediate nuanced way to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic that will minimize the negative impact on our socio-economic wellbeing, where the latter incorporates death rates.

This type of binary argument is illustrated in Figure 1, by line segment OS. When the extent of economic openness is zero (extreme lockdown), there should be zero death rates. As the economy is increasingly more open the death rate initially increases quite rapidly and then eventually diminishes as the economy opens up to the extreme. This diagrammatic representation of arguments made by many experts and politicians should be interrogated by the evidence to determine if this hypothesis is actually correct.

Figure 1. Lockdown, policy interventions and death rates.

Behavioural economics, as articulated by Herbert Simon (1978, 1987; Altman, 2012, 2017b, 2017c) and enriched by institutionalists, recommends a more refined empirically informed approach to policy in general. Fundamentally, all policy is informed by some sort of theory, either explicitly or deeply embedded in the mind of the decision-maker. This represents the policy maker’s or analyst’s mental model (Altman, 2014), effectively her or his way of thinking through particular issues or questions. Inappropriate mental models can result in serious errors in decision-making. Therefore, getting the mental model right is of critical importance. In the ‘Simon’ approach it is important that a model be empirically based; its assumptions must also be empirically rooted. And relatedly, the model should incorporate the particular institutional environment of the society whose problems it is designed to explain and address – in our case the Covid-19 pandemic. From this modelling approach the extreme policy approach of extreme lockdown should be seen as but one of many options which may include less drastic measures.
Problems with the prevailing mental model: what death rate estimates reveal

With respect to the data used, reference is made to the death rate in terms of recorded deaths in relation to individuals identified as having the virus. But given that the latter represents the denominator of the death rate equation and depends on the percentage of the population tested for the virus, this calculation can be highly misleading. This is especially true when testing is not generalized and testing tends to be focused on those who have a higher probability of having contracted the Covid-19 virus. In this case, increasing testing reduces the measured death rates. The relatively more accurate death rate measure would be deaths per 1,000 or 1 million of the population, whether tested or not.

In this case, one must ask the question: are countries with more extreme lockdown policies the most effective in minimizing death rates? And, is it the case that countries with more moderate policies are generally characterized by increasing death rates? The Covid-19 crisis is ongoing and data are incomplete, but enough data are available to provide some preliminary answers to the above questions.\(^3\) Death rate estimates are presented in Figure 2. The data presented are selective. One needs to bear in mind that some countries, especially where democratic governance is lacking, can more easily underreport deaths if it is to the advantage of the political elite to do so. Hence, the data presented here are for democratic countries. What is clear from the data is that Sweden, with a more libertarian approach to the Covid-19 virus and no lockdown of the economy, has a lower death rate than other countries that implemented extreme lockdown policies. On the other hand, Sweden’s death rates are higher than some countries that have implemented more extreme lockdown policies. But then we have South Korea which has not adopted extreme lockdown policies but has amongst the lowest death rates from Covid-19 in the world. And, South Korea’s low death rates are comparable with the death rates in New Zealand and Australia which have implemented more extreme lockdown policies, with New Zealand’s being more extreme than Australia’s. And, finally, we have Singapore with a less extreme lockdown policy than New Zealand (more akin to South Korea), with a death rate of 3 per 1 million comparable to South Korea’s low death rate. Relatively libertarian Iceland has also done extremely well, amongst the best in our sample.

The direct deadly effects of Covid-19 continue but the data, incomplete as they are, suggest that there is no strong statistical relationship between extreme lockdown policies
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\(^3\)For some excellent summary statistics see, FT Visual and Data Journalism Team (2020).
and the desired solution of relatively low Covid-19 related death rates. Simply, closing one’s economy is not the cure or solution to minimizing death rates. On the other hand, simply having a minimalist lockdown policy is not necessarily correlated with the lowest of death rates. Sweden has done much better than many countries without locking down its economy. But other countries with much more restrictive policies, for example other Nordic countries, have lower death rates per million. However, what is of critical importance here is the fact that South Korea and Iceland (admittedly a very small country: 364,00), as well as Singapore (population 5.6 million) with minimalist lockdown policies, have amongst the lowest death rates. South Korea’s population stands at around 52 million. And, it should be noted, countries with minimalist lockdown policies have all implemented credible policies to mitigate the effects of Covid-19. No successful country is doing nothing (Politico, 2020; Rolander, 2020).

But being proactive against Covid-19 is not the same thing as locking down the economy. What these data suggest is that an extreme lockdown policy is not a necessary condition to generate relatively low death rates. One can generate low death rates without severely damaging the economy. These data also suggest that variables not related to locking down the economy are critical to minimizing Covid-19 related deaths.

If this is the case, then opening up the economy need not generate increasing death rates if appropriate conditions (which must be identified) are in place. Simply assuming that lockdowns are the panacea for Covid-19 because they minimize contact between individuals is problematic. This particular mental model (falsely) assumes away other methods of controlling Covid-19 that would not have produced such serious deleterious effects on the economy.

Related to current available data on death rates, it also clear that countries ranging from the more extreme to the least extreme lockdown policies are experiencing similar peaks to death rates (Figure 3). The growth rates of Covid-19 related deaths are diminishing, flattening out, approaching zero, in the countries selected for Figure 3 where the data are mapped out to a log scale to illustrate growth rates. Adopting less extreme policy does not appear to have prevented the growth in death rates from eventually collapsing, whilst more extreme policies do not appear to have shortened the time by when these death rates began to collapse. Locking down the economy does not appear to be a necessary condition for collapsing the growth of Covid-19 related death rates in ‘good’ time. This collapse in growth rates occurs in all of our sample countries irrespective of how severe or lax their lockdown policies are. But different countries peak at different levels in absolute terms (Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** Derived from data in Roser, Ritchie, Ortiz-Ospina & Hasell (2020).
The data do not support the dominant mental model, illustrated in Figure 1, that extreme lockdown is a necessary condition to minimize Covid-19 death rates. The hypothesis that the data do support, illustrated in Figure 1, is that limited lockdown policy is consistent with relatively low and relatively high death rates. This is given by line segment AD. Given limited lockdown, I would argue that what makes a difference is the type of policies implemented whilst keeping economies relatively open. As already mentioned, relatively open Sweden did better than extreme lockdown economies, but its death rate is relatively high. And, this points to the importance of policy. On the other hand, extreme lockdown policy is consistent with both high and low death rates as illustrated by line segment BE. This also points to the importance of policy as well. For example, the United Kingdom and New Zealand implemented relatively extreme lockdown policy, but New Zealand’s death rate is extremely low and the United Kingdom’s is one of the very highest in my sample. ADEB in Figure 1 illustrates the wide array of openness/death rate combinations that are possible. But what is of critical importance is that this modelling scenario holds out the possibility of low death rates with limited lockdown and high death rates and an extreme lockdown of the economy.

### Options to control the immediate consequences of Covid-19

Given what we do know, it is important to note how relatively open economies, ones that have not been locked down, have been able to achieve relatively low death rates. There are other options to a complete lockdown. South Korean, for example, opted for an immediate co-ordinated approach across all levels of government and medical facilities, identifying vulnerable populations, providing ready supplies of hospital beds and medical supplies, transparency, and relatively large scale testing followed by case management of identified cases with contact tracing, and re-testing and mandated self-isolation of Covid-19 victims (with financial support for the latter), some school closures and restriction on large events. This took place in the context of a relatively well-funded health sector which allowed for the sector to properly treat Covid-19 patients. Social distancing rules were also put in place as well as recommendations for the wearing of, and then the distribution of, face masks – an already well established practice in Asian countries to mitigate the passing a virus to the person next to you – together with the availability of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for essential workers. Face masks were made available at no or low costs and the supply was co-ordinated by the government once it was clear that the private sector on its own could not equitably meet market demand. Of critical importance, however, was the co-ordinated and well-financed programme of case management, testing, contact tracing and self-isolation. This meant that there was no lockdown of the economy (Buchwald, 2020; Campbell, 2020; Fleming, 2020; OECD, 2020). Iceland’s successful non-lockdown policy also heavily relied on radical testing, followed by case management of identified patients with contact tracing, and re-testing with mandated self-isolation of Covid-19 victims. Social distancing and the closure of some facilities were also mandated (LeMieux, 2020).

Similarly, Sweden’s point of focus has been on identifying vulnerable populations, social distancing and self-isolation as well as on regulating event size and some (minimal) facility closures and event cancellations. There has been more focused (less expensive), as opposed to widespread, Covid-19 testing as compared to the testing approach adopting in South Korea and Iceland (radical testing is also the approach taken in relatively successful Singapore) (Townsend, 2020). Sweden has been less successful than South Korea in minimizing death rates, but more successful than many other economies locking down their economies. Its less aggressive approach to controlling the virus given the openness of its economy could have been a key cause of its relatively high death rate as compared to relatively open South Korea, for example.

The cost of lockdown, inclusive of the eventual loss of life, has not yet been considered. There are effective substitutes to locking down the economy. But these require taking a leadership role in facilitating the adoption of these substitutes. This can only take place in societies where leaders believe that these substitutes exist and are effective and viable – much depends on the mental models adopted by decision-makers and the information that they have available to them. South Korea, for example, having learnt from their SARS experience in 2003 and MERS in 2015, made available the required economic resources and put in place a governance structure to gain control over Covid-19 without locking down the economy (Cho, 2020). But Iceland, with no such prior experience, did the same.

An important question arises when such resources are not available. Some economies can potentially mobilise the required resources when required if these resources are not already in place. Yet, for other economies, those that are relatively poor, financial resources are not there. But in either case, to mobilise resources, decision-makers must accept that there are alternatives to lockdown and establish which alternatives best fit their economies at that time. This emphasizes the importance of mental models in formulating policies.

It is also important to understand that there are different levels of response to Covid-19 which are overall less costly financially. Policy makers can then think through these alternatives and their impact on death rates and the economy. These different levels of response could involve more emphasis on social distancing, the banning of larger gatherings, regulations on improvements to health, safety and cleanliness standards in places of work, sources of food supply and distribution, retail and wholesale outlets, gyms, etc., and more focused testing and contact tracing, as well as the more selective use of PPE where there are shortages. One concrete example concerns sanitary conditions in the domain of food
preparation and supply. Recall, that the probable point of origin for the coronavirus appears to have been in the less than sanitary and unregulated Huanan seafood market in Wuhan.

Another example is the rapid spread of the virus in care homes around the world where clusters erupted particularly in those homes where acute PPE shortages were experienced. It is estimated that up to 50 percent of the Covid-19 related deaths in Europe have occurred in care homes according to the World Health Organization (Booth, 2020). One does not have to lockdown the economy to address issues related to poorly regulated or maintained open markets and the lack of necessary personal protective equipment for health care providers (Booth, 2020). This approach also applies to opening up a lockdown economy. One should note that one failure in the Swedish approach was not paying enough attention to its care homes where a large percentage (about 45 percent) of its Covid-19 deaths occurred. This is in contrast to what occurred in South Korea and Singapore, for example, where very few Covid-19 related death took place in care facilities. Overall, about 90 percent of Sweden’s Covid-19 death were over 70. In the more extreme lockdown Belgium about 50 percent of the Covid-19 deaths took place in care homes (Observer Reporters, 2020; Orange, 2020). Simply paying more attention to care homes and the elderly would have slashed death rates. This has nothing to do with locking down the economy or spending large sums of money (Kwon, 2020; Lintern, 2020; Observer Reporters, 2020).

Once it is understood that a necessary condition to controlling Covid-19 is not a lockdown, substitutes to a lockdown become vitally important. Government can also more aggressively facilitate increasing the supply of critical shortages in goods and services such as in PPE and in testing and tracing equipment. And, this nuanced approach could and should then be placed in the context of the opportunity cost of lockdown when there are viable alternatives to lockdown. Extreme lockdown does have consequences which need to be modelled when formulating anti-Covid-19 policy. The assumption that locking down the economy is optimal and necessary is not supported by the evidence. And, this assumption, underlying much of current policy (and their mental model drivers) allows decision makers to make the simple choice of choosing lockdown as this appears to be the only rational choice available.

Some of the successful policies undertaken by the relatively successful open economies are highlighted in Table One. What is clear is that Sweden was less aggressive than other relatively open economies in tackling Covid-19. It was much more selective and voluntary in its approach and very much less focussed on care centres. This would help explain why Sweden’s open economy policy was less successful than that of others. But its more libertarian approach (which still involved significant government intervention) proved to be more successful than the largely locking-down-the-economy approach of so many of its neighbours.

Problems with the prevailing mental model: going beyond immediate effects

The narrow focus on the immediate effects of Covid-19 on death rates, with a further focus of on locking down the economy as the key to gaining control over these direct effects, ignores both the longer-term consequences of lockdown on death rates and on overall socio-economic wellbeing. This is a critical flaw of the extreme lockdown policy, which implicitly assumes that the negative ‘externalities’ of such policy will be less than the economic and human costs of lockdown, even with respect to the immediate death rate.

This focus on lockdown also shifts attention from specific policies to address Covid-19. The experience in care homes, where many of the most vulnerable members of society reside, and the ever-growing number of Covid-19 related deaths that are now being ‘discovered’ in such homes in all countries which adopted extreme lockdown policies, is a case in point. This speaks to the failure of the initial focus on lockdown as the panacea to ‘controlling the spread of the virus’. But the transmission of the virus in care homes in all cases, lockdown or not, has proven to be particularly deadly. Critics of the Swedish approach have been blaming the lack of lockdown for the high Covid-19 death rate in these homes (Orange, 2020). But clearly the care home experience in the UK, Europe, and North America refutes the veracity of this claim.

In this paper, I cannot estimate the possible additional costs of locking down the economy, we leave that to future research. But my point here is that it is important to model one’s approach to minimizing the damage caused by Covid-19 by incorporating both the direct and indirect effects of the virus. Therefore, locking down the economy will have different consequences and costs than taking a more nuanced approach such as that adopted by South Korea and Iceland as well as in Singapore. Sweden, it bears repeating, had a much more laissez-faire approach, which was not as aggressive or sweeping as South Korea’s. One’s model should incorporate a longer-term time frame to determine the best (welfare maximizing) approach for government to take when tackling Covid-19 and when the locked down economies begin to open up.

Amongst the costs of lockdown is increasing unemployment. According to the International Labour Organization (2020) about 50 percent of the global workforce will lose their source of economic livelihood. Related to this, firms will go bankrupt, individuals will lose their homes, families will be impoverished, families will go hungry, family violence will increase, and mental breakdowns will increase. The World Bank (BBC, 2020) expected that 60 million people will be pushed into extreme poverty erasing the impressive gains to poverty alleviation that have taken place over the past few
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4Sanitary conditions within the household is also critical to the reduction of death rates, increased life expectancy, and reduced morbidity, even when there are no pandemic viruses and even when controlling for income (Altman & Lamontagne, 2004).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>South Korea</th>
<th>Singapore</th>
<th>Iceland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well-funded health care sector</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency of accurate information to all citizens</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective Bans on international travel (some countries more severe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>than others)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted support for the vulnerable population (including the elderly</td>
<td>Yes,</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social distancing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banning of large meetings/events</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care facilities focus</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective closure of venues or institutions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Selective, but expanding</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact tracing</td>
<td>Yes, more selective</td>
<td>Yes, extensive</td>
<td>Yes, more</td>
<td>Yes, more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing of facemasks</td>
<td>Selective</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Protective Equipment</td>
<td>Selective</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handwashing/no face touching info protocols</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation/self-isolation/quarantine</td>
<td>Largely voluntary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic support for isolated population</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Anti-Covid-19 policies for open economies.

years. And, the negative impact of extreme lockdown policies hit the poor, middle income individuals, Gig economy employees, and SMEs, most of all. There is a highly inequalitarian impact of extreme lockdown policy that must be modelled and be given due analytical consideration. Of course, not all of these effects will last forever, much depends on government policy, but these longer-term effects of lockdown policy will reduce the wellbeing of billions of individuals globally.

More specifically, the negative economic consequences of extreme lockdown policy will include increasing deaths from this type of policy which, I’ve argued, are not necessary to effectively combat the Covid-19 pandemic. Deaths would be a product of suicide and mental health issues, poverty, alcohol and drug abuse, increasing mortality rates, and shortening individuals’ expected life span, for example (Pell & Lesser, 2020). It is even possible that deaths resulting from extreme lockdown induced economic depression could exceed the death resulting from Covid-19 (about 260,000 as of May 6, 2020; this is expected to increase). For example, the United Nations warns that hundreds of thousands of children will die as a result of lockdown induced economic depressions (Nichols, 2020). The very real possibility that economic depression related deaths will be substantial needs to be carefully interrogated and estimated. The longer-term impact of lockdown policy must be carefully modelled and understood before adopting extreme lockdown policy which largely ignores the long-term consequences of such policy. But the point here is that such deaths can be largely avoided by adopting alternative existing methods of combating Covid-19. These alternatives would minimize, in relative terms, the long-term negative effects on the economy and society at large.5

**Why policy can take the wrong turn**

Decision-makers and their advisors design policy with the information at hand; but they do so in the context with information being imperfect, asymmetric, and costly (Akerlof, 1970; see also H. Altman, 2020). Moreover, decision-makers and their advisors make use of this information based on their ability to process and understand the information afforded to them. These variables are central to Simon’s notion of
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5It is important to note how governments historically dealt with deadly pandemics. The Black Death or Bubonic Plague killed between 30 and 60 percent of Europe’s population in the fourteenth century. Government was able to control this pandemic when it focused on identifying affected individuals and isolating them and by quarantining affected population cohorts (Mark 2020). The Spanish Flu, originating in the United States, killed between 50 and 100 million people between 1918 and 1920, with a world population of 2 billion. Currently about 330,000 have died from Covid-19 with a world population of 8 billion. The flu's death rate was cut by half in the USA when government closed schools, shops, and restaurants, regulated public transportation, mandated social distancing, banned public gatherings, and imposed targeted quarantines (Strochlic & Champine, 2020). A key to flattening the death rate curve was social distancing (Strochlic & Champine, 2020).
bounded rationality (1978, 1987). The mental models adopted play a critical role in locating, processing and understanding the information required to make policy recommendations and decisions. These models are built upon specific behavioural and institutional assumptions, typically not interrogated by decision-makers and their advisors. In the real world of bounded rationality, rational individuals can make poor decisions that can have seriously negative socio-economic effects. In effect, rational decision-makers and their advisors adopt decision-making shortcuts or heuristics (Gigerenzer, 2007; see also Kahneman, 2011), to make their decisions and provide their advice. These heuristics can be good or bad. The quality of decision-making is affected by the quality of mental models they employ which, in turn, affects the data searched for and analysed, and the questions asked. Bad or poor heuristics can yield errors in decision-making (Altman H., 2020; Altman M., 2017a, 2017b, 2017c).

Given the above, bad decisions can be triggered when more socially optimal decisions and policies, especially from a longer-term perspective, are more costly (in the short run) and difficult to operationalize. With regards to Covid-19, it is more complex and more difficult to implement and reinforce a strict regime – of social distancing, self-isolation, contact tracing and testing, and accessing and providing personal protective equipment (PPE), and emergency care for affected individuals – than it is to lock down the economy. This is especially true when experts and herd leaders celebrate lockdown as the optimal policy solution to most effectively dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic and pay little attention to the longer-term consequences of lockdown.

These errors (which can be rationally based) can be persistent and spread across decision-makers in a world of bounded rationality when the herding heuristic (follow the leader) is employed. And rational decision-makers will engage in herding when the decision-makers are themselves uncertain what the best-practice decisions and related policies might be and believe that others: experts, leaders, superiors, know better than they what the optimal course of action happens to be. This behaviour is quite common and exemplified by herd behaviour in financial markets. Such behaviour is reinforced when decision-makers have a vested interest in maintaining a decision or a policy stance once it is made (status quo bias), for fear of loss of pride, reputation or status, or fear of deviating from herd leaders, especially when these leaders are in positions of power. Maintaining error prone decisions is also most likely when the personal costs of doing so (given the psychological costs of changes one’s course of action) are relatively low. Costs are largely borne by society at large.

I would argue that this basic modelling narrative helps to explain decision-making advice and policy during the Covid-19 pandemic. Where the dominant view was that extreme lockdown of the economy was the best course of action to minimize deaths, this perspective was adopted by policy advisers and decision-makers. Decisions had to be taken quickly and were made predicated upon what was believed to be the best course of action. However, the decision-making was skewed in the sense that alternative modelling scenarios appear not to have been carefully considered, especially where there were viable alternatives to lockdown strategies. This lack of consideration appears to be related to the costs of deviating from herd behaviour and also to the lack of voice provided to alternative perspectives on how best to minimize the overall and long-term costs of Covid-19.

**Conclusion**

Globally, locking down the economy has been the major tool adopted to combat Covid-19. This was, and is, a simple solution to a complex problem and, therefore, was a relatively easy choice to make given crisis circumstances within which decisions had to be taken. This was and is a case where decision-makers rationally adopted herd heuristics. I argue that this approach is an example of adopting inappropriate, error-prone, and highly damaging and even deadly heuristics (Altman, 2017b, 2017c; Altman H., 2020). The approach taken also was a binary one for many: either lockdown the economy or keep it open with little or no controls or regulations imposed. This binary and narrow approach represents the application of an inappropriate mental model or analytical framework generating serious errors in decision-making.

Although lockdown is an accepted mechanism to control or eliminate Covid-19, I argue that this approach is not supported even by a preliminary review of the evidence with respect to the desired outcome of minimizing deaths. The sample data that I present and review, all of which are in the public domain, strongly suggest that lockdown is not a necessary condition for effectively controlling Covid-19. Relatively open economies have done relatively well with regards to deaths per one million individuals. Most spectacularly, this is the case with South Korea, but with Iceland and Singapore as well. In Europe one can see Sweden is more successful than many locked down European economies, although not as successful as its more lockdown prone Nordic neighbours. But what is important to note is that these relatively open economies did not simply maintain the pre-Covid status quo, instead they implemented initiatives, with success, to address Covid-19. Current policy perspectives ignore the viable alternatives to lockdown.

The current dominant view also tends to ignore the longer-term effects of lockdown related policies. Preliminary evidence suggest that lockdown policy will have significant negative impacts on socio-economic wellbeing, by increasing death rates, increasing poverty, deducing human capital, increasing mortality rates, and reducing life expectancy, causing significant bankruptcies and dramatically increasing government debt. These costs need to be brought into play when evaluating lockdown-based policy. And, given available alternatives, it does not appear that extreme lockdown is the optimal approach to addressing the Covid-19 pandemic. On the other hand, it is critical to understand that lockdown requires other significant policies to effectively minimize the deadly
impact of Covid-19. Once again, the choice is not a binary one. Overall, a broader and more nuanced decision-making perspective recognizes that there is no necessary trade-off between minimizing the short- and long-run effects of Covid-19 whilst keeping the economy open in the context of appropriate policy design that is in place and enforced.

To improve the decision-making process, it is critical to acknowledge how decisions tend to be made and are actually made given a world of bounded rationality. One of the lessons from how governments have developed and implemented policy is that all too often policy is based on very narrow and simplistic mental models, not clearly informed by the evidence. What is required are mechanisms in place to provide quality information and analysis to decision-makers as well as to the general public. This could minimize the adoption of inappropriate sub-optimal heuristics by decision-makers and even amongst their advisors. This can best take place in an environment of democratic governance. But this democratic framework must provide voice to experts from different perspectives without fear of retribution from thinking outside of the box. This type of democratic space is not a natural or inevitable by-product of democratic governance.
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